Enjoy the sounds around you.

A child’s first words, a phone call from a loved one, your favorite tune on the radio, joking with a friend – these are the sounds that delight us - they enrich our lives, help us to understand each other, interact with the world and become an active part of it.

Sirion Behind-The-Ear models are durable with nanocoating and an IP67 rating* making them resistant to moisture, sweat, and dirt. They also have a built-in T-coil so you can connect with telephones and listen in looped environments like places of worship, classrooms, and other public places.

No matter what you want to hear, Sirion lets you focus on the voices and sounds around you.

* Achieved IP67 rating per IEC 60529 standard. Water-resistant device can be completely submerged in water up to 3 feet for 30 minutes and dust will not interfere with the satisfactory operation of the device.
Sirion. Tune in to the soundtrack of your life.

Hearing loss is no longer something that should be endured. Siemens offers a range of hearing aids that can bring clarity to your conversations and a personalized listening experience without taxing your budget. With its variety of models, the Sirion™ line of hearing instruments offers a solution for almost every level of hearing loss. For mild to moderate hearing loss there are Sirion’s M and S models; for severe hearing loss there is the P model – and if you prefer an inconspicuous solution, Sirion offers you its Custom ITE (In-The-Ear) instruments.

All models, whether BTE (Behind-The-Ear) or ITE, are 100% digital and provide you with the necessary amplification, easy-to-use features, and wearing comfort all at a very good value.

### Sirion P BTE (Behind-The-Ear)
- **Directional microphones**: Focuses sound from in front of you while reducing noises from other directions, helping you focus on your conversation partner.
- **Rocker switch**: Conveniently change the volume.
- **Battery door**: Change the battery quickly and easily.
- **LifeTube and LifeTip**: Ultra-thin and transparent, the inconspicuous tubing comfortably places the hearing instrument behind the ear and provides an open fit, which makes Sirion even more comfortable to wear.
- **IP67 rating**: Resistant to moisture, sweat, and dirt.

### Sirion ITE (In-The-Ear)
- **Microphone**: Focuses on sound from in front of you while reducing noises from other directions.
- **Push button**: Easily adjust your hearing program manually with the push button.
- **Battery door**: Change the battery quickly and easily.
- **Volume control**: For direct sound adjustment.

### Customizable color.
You may select either a one-color housing or combine two colors for even more individualization of your Sirion BTE instruments. And if your color preference changes, your Hearing Care Professional can easily exchange the housing. Sirion custom instruments are available in various skin tone colors so they can discreetly blend with your ear.

**BTE base colors**
- Beige
- Dark Granite

**BTE top colors**
- Silver
- Grey
- Brown
- Black

**ITE colors**
- Beige*
- Tan*
- Brown
- Mocha
- Dark Brown*  

*not available for CIC

### ITEs – Depending on your hearing needs, select from these models.

- Sirion S
- Sirion M
- Sirion P
- Sirion ITE (In-The-Ear)
- Sirion ITC/HS (In-The-Canal)
- Sirion CIC (Completely-In-Canal)